DB COOPER JUMPED

The 12 Steps of PsiOntology
This path was revealed to DB Cooper during his descent, revelations he was able to
transmit throughout space/time. Cooper Incarnate collected these transmissions into
the Book of Leap. The Church recognizes Psychic Ontology as the most profound
curriculum of metaprogramming to be inflicted on the human race.

1.

FOR YOUR SINS
In 1971, DB Cooper jumped from a plane over Washington State with a
$200,000 ransom. He was never found. In fact, he never hit the ground. He
found enlightenment in mid-space and transformed into Light.
The DB Cooper Church of Perpetual Grace is the new Cult on the
block. We are dedicated to transmitting the teachings that DB Cooper revealed
psychically to our leader, Cooper Incarnate (he who manifests The
Transmutation, who spreads Rapture like a virus). With our program of
PsiOntology, inoculate yourself against the JC Virus and survive AEONRUIN,
the impending transition into a new age.
We want you and your psychic energy. Just step up to the table, grab a glass of
Kool Aid and make the jump today. Hover forever in space/time, you will
never be forgotten.
as above
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Contact your local chapter

so below

An unknown Third Mind must be active in producing an attitude
of Resurrection.
2. Within the veil, destroy all ambitions (the causes of violence);
there is only one chance left and that is expansion.
3. The formula exhausts the molecules because by claiming authority
over every form the Soul (imagining) is dangerous. (decent people
to get them hunted down and eradicated).
4. The antisocial personality, the unity of all that lives, could restore
sanity; transform the self into something else, a serpent or
scorpion, without men knowing or gods seeing.
5. God may be afraid; barbarism with all men is to be effective and
succeed; conduct a war – in these there are mysteries.
6. A Child mightier than all the kings is the first step toward
unlocking the door and our guilt.
7. Tools of destruction must not die in this machine age; attained by
its use to the Knowledge and Conversation of His Holy Guardian
Angel – the word wrought many wonders.
8. Vindicated in Peace, the Blessed Spirits are chosen; more
fulfilling levels as life declines, progress produces better people.
9. A blinding flash of glory, the existence of mystery means enduring
it; (establishing an idea of what can go on).
10. Unannounced transgression against a moral code, an overt act of
great and delicate beauty cast off into the world by pure reflex
action.
11. Repeat the words of the crocodile, be triumphant when they go
forth annihilated; disease of semen be destroyed before entering
the Silence.
12. Dawn prostitute mirage, be thirstier than before the apes; plunge
from the height with all your aspiration.
AEONRUIN is coming! Only PsiOntology can counter the JC Virus and prepare
you for this coming Rapture. As above, so below!

